1,655 will receive degrees on Aug. 20; Lake to be honored

A total of 1,655 degrees will be awarded at the University's summer commencement at 6 p.m. Friday, Aug. 20, in Waldo Stadium. In case of inclement weather, the program will be moved to Read Fieldhouse.

Making up the total will be 23 doctoral, eight specialist, 442 master's and 1,182 bachelor's degrees. Of that number, seven will graduate summa cum laude, 51 magna cum laude and 78 cum laude as Honors in Course students.

In addition, Dale B. Lake, the founding and only president in the 15-year history of Kalamazoo Valley Community College, will be presented with an honorary Doctor of Letters degree. He has resigned his post as of Sept. 30 and plans to move to Florida to do educational consulting.

Work to begin on Tate Center this fall

The remodeling of an area in Sangren Hall for the Merze Tate Center for Research Information Processing is expected to begin this fall, according to John E. Sandberg, dean, College of Education. He said the project is expected to be completed by next January.

The center was established in October 1981 under a $150,000 grant to the "Partners in Progress" capital campaign from Merze Tate, an alumna, who completed a 35-year teaching career in 1977 when she retired from the faculty of Howard University in Washington, D.C. It will provide qualified researchers with essential services.

University installs new FACT LINE

The University has installed a new FACT LINE to provide all Western employees with a recorded report on University operations and the current negotiations between WMU and the union representing Western's service/maintenance employees.

The FACT LINE number is 383-0800.

The present collective bargaining agreement expired at 12:01 a.m. Thursday, August 12, 1982. The FACT LINE will be in operation until negotiations are over.

Department of Geology presents groundwater atlas to Gov. Milliken

The Department of Geology has presented a copy of its "Hydrogeologic Atlas of Michigan" to Gov. William G. Milliken.

The presentation, made personally to the governor in his office last week, included the 100-page 26-by-39 inch atlas, regarded as the most comprehensive source of information on the state's groundwater resources and geology to be made available in several years. It is accompanied by an 800-page book of supporting materials.

"Gov. Milliken was impressed with the size and quality of the atlas and its accompanying materials," said Lloyd J. Schmaltz, chairman of the department, who participated in the presentation. "He said the atlas helped emphasize the significance of Michigan's water resources and their impact on the state's economic recovery."

Also participating in the presentation to the governor were Richard N. Passero, geology, a co-director of the project; Donald K. Keech, representing the Michigan Department of Public Health; Thomas R. Segall, state geologist and chief of the Geological Survey Division of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources; and State Rep. Mary Brown of Kalamazoo.

The atlas was produced over the past two years with a grant of $654,000 from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Participating with Schmaltz in the project were Passero and W. Thomas Straw, geology. Dennis L. Curran was

Presented TO GOVERNOR--The Department of Geology last week presented a copy of its "Hydrogeologic Atlas of Michigan" and accompanying text to Gov. Milliken, right, at his office in Lansing. Participants in the presentation included, from left, Richard N. Passero, geology, a co-director of the project, pointing; State Rep. Mary Brown of Kalamazoo; Lloyd J. Schmaltz, chairman of the department; Thomas R. Segall of the state department of Natural Resources; and Donald K. Keech of the state Department of Public Health.
ON THE FLIGHT LINE--Seven new 1982 Cessna 152 airplanes, just acquired in an on-going leasing arrangement, are shown at the University's aviation facility located at the Kalamazoo Municipal Airport. The planes, which replace older models, were flown by a group of student pilots and Ronald L. Sackett, transportation technology, from Strother, Kan., and are now in pilot training service. The arrangement with Cessna is a self-supporting program that provides flight technology students with the safety and convenience of new aircraft and up-to-date navigational equipment.

Final summer edition of News is next Thursday

The last Western News of the summer session will be issued next Thursday. The first edition for the fall semester will be published on Sept. 2 during the opening week of school. As in the past, all items to be considered for publication should be submitted to the Office of Information Services, B 207-208 Ellsworth Hall, by noon Tuesday of the week of publication.

Jobs

The listing below is currently being posted by the University Personnel Department for regular full-time or part-time employees. Applicants should submit a JOB OPPORTUNITIES APPLICATION during the posting period.

HA - HD CLERICAL POSITIONS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO BE POSTED. Interested University employees may register in the Personnel Office for assistance in securing these positions.

(R) Custodian (3 positions), M-2, Custodial, 82-299, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Custodian (2 positions), M-2, Student Housing, 82-301, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Instructor (1 yr. Temp.), I-40, Mathematics, 82-302, posted 8/9-8/13
(R) Secretary Sr., HF, Inst. Research, 82-307, posted 8/9-8/13
(R) Asst. Softball Coach, C-01, Athletics, 82-308, posted 8/9-8/13
(R) Gen. Laborer, M-2, Grounds, 82-315, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Carpenter, M-5, Structures, 82-316, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Broadcast Engineer II, E-11, Div. of Instructional Communications, 82-317, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Producer, E-13, D.I.C., 82-318, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Chief Engineer Broadcasting Services, E-13, D.I.C., 82-319, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Electronic Repairperson I, M-5, Electrical Shop, 82-320, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Vehicle Attendant/Driver, M-3, Garage, 82-321, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Maintenance Mechanic (2 positions), M-5, Mechanical Shop, 82-322, posted 8/10-8/16
(R) Replacement

WMU is an EEO/AA Employer

Emeriti invited to attend commencement

University emeriti are invited to attend the summer commencement at 5 p.m. Aug. 20 in Waldo Stadium. Those who wish to attend are urged to call Dennis Boyle, registrar, at 383-1630 so that a reserved section ticket may be sent to them.

English professors edit 'Comparative Drama'

The summer issue of "Comparative Drama" had three members of the English department faculty as its editors--Clifford G. Davidson, C. J. Gianakaris and John H. Stroope. The publication, which is distributed internationally, contains nine reviews and a paper, "From Play to Play: The Folklore of Comedy," by Harry Levin of Harvard University.

Broadcast

Rudolf J. Siebert, director of the Center for Humanistic Studies, will be the guest on the program "Focus on West Michigan" at 12:25 p.m. Saturday on WKZO Radio. He will discuss future studies and their importance with program host Terry A. Anderson, broadcast coordinator in news services.

Exchange

FOR SALE--1974 Volvo 2-door, AM-FM radio, new tires and exhaust, trailer hitch. $2,000 or best offer. Call 343-5372.

FOR SALE--Brown Samsonite Slimline briefcase, good condition, $25. Call Terri--3-0045 or 381-5433.

PARENT ORIENTATION--In the foreground, Mr. and Mrs. Norman LaCroix of Flushing, confer with Laurence H. Berman, center, Testing Services, during a reception for parents of incoming freshmen and university administrators and faculty. The couple took part in a special one-day program which included discussions of housing, food services, financial aid and scholarships, a meeting with student leaders and a brief campus tour. A total of 1,028 parents participated this summer, which, according to Raymond A. Passlewicz, director of orientation, was "the highest number we've had in many years." The LaCroix's son, Michael, spent three days in freshman orientation to help prepare him for the opening of fall semester classes on Sept. 1.
The following faculty and staff members are recognized for 30, 25, 20, 15 and 5 years of service to the University in August. The exceptionally large list—147 names—is due to the fact that before the University had spring and summer sessions, most of the hiring was done in August, according to Robert J. Buwalda, personnel. "It was just standard operating procedure then," he said.

Walter J. Brunhumer, history; Charles E. Osborne, music; according to Robert J. Buwalda, personnel. "It was just standard operating procedure then." he said.

Henry P. Dieterman, physical plant; William W. Combs, A. Musser, Waldo Library; Ann Smith, food service; Betty Russ, health, physical education and recreation; Harley Behm, transportation technology; Robert P. Johnson, art; James A. Jaksa, communication arts and sciences; Avis M. Sparks, food service; Janet E. Stillwell, dance; Visho B. Sharma, social science; Paul Czuchna, speech pathology and audiology; S. F. Ponchillia, who discussed "post-hippocratic Medicine," delivered the main address at the Hispanic American Council Awards banquet held in Kalamazoo.

Among the speakers at the annual international conference of the American Association of University Professors for the Blind in Orlando, Fla., were two members of the blind rehabilitation faculty, Stanley Suterko, who spoke on "Orientation and Mobility Services in Poland, West Germany and Less Developed Countries," and Paul E. Pinchilla, who discussed "Postgraduate Skills Utilization by Former Clients of the Michigan Council for the Blind," and "The Rural Client." Nancy Y. Stone, English, gave a series of short talks on Michigan history over the University of Michigan radio station WUMD.

John V. Petro, mathematics, presented a paper titled "Arithmetic in the Philippines" at the annual spring meeting of the Mathematics Association of America.
Geology atlas...continued from Page 1

The atlas was produced with the cooperation of the state Department of Natural Resources and the Department of Public Health. It includes more than 100 maps, some in color, as well as cross sections and tables that synthesize current and historical information on the hydrology and geology of the state, often for the first time.

One map, important to persons and communities planning to use underground water, locates the 800 known or suspected surface pollution sites that have been identified by the Department of Natural Resources—the only complete mapping of such sites currently available.

The atlas and its accompanying text are available for purchase from the Department of Geology. The cost is $100 per set plus handling. More information is available from Schmaltz at 3-1776.